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JPO FOR POWER INTERCEPTION / LOCO REVERSAL OF PASSENGER CARRYING TRAINS 

 
JPO on power interception / loco reversal of passenger carrying trains as desired by 

the General Manager is approved by the Operating and Mechanical Branch of 
Headquarters for immediate implementation at all stations of the Divisions. Divisions to 
sensitise all the relevant Staff to follow the guidelines as given in the JPO and ensure that no 
untoward incident like roll back of train take place in the course of power interception / 
loco reversal of passenger carrying trains. Divisional JPO issued by HYB Division on 
17.7.2016 vide reference ‘NIL’ and by GTL Division on 01.8.2016 vide letter No. JPO 
No.1/2016 should be treated as withdrawn duly implementing the JPO approved by 
Headquarters. 
 
1.0 Before detaching the loco: 

a. Outdoor Dy.SS / YM / Shunting Master / Guard shall supervise the entire activity 
related to power interception / loco reversal of passenger carrying trains. 

b. On arrival of the train, front SLR Guard compartment door will be opened by 
the C&W Staff. 

c. Shunting Staff of the station shall apply the hand brake of the front SLR before 
the LP applied A-9 and also ensure placing two iron skids under the wheels of 
front vehicle before detaching the loco. 

d. Incoming Guard of the train is responsible to apply hand brakes in the rear SLR. 
Shunting staff of the station shall place two iron skids / wedges under the 
wheels of the last vehicle before authorising the loco for detachment. 

e. Outdoor Dy.SS / YM / Shunting Master / Guard who is supervising shunting 
operations (after confirming from the Shunting Staff in front and Guard in rear 
regarding application of hand brakes in SLRs) shall advise the LP to apply 
formation brakes i.e., A-9. 

2.0 Detaching the loco: 
a. Shunting Staff shall close both FP & BP cut-off-angle cocks and uncouple the BP 

& FP air hoses between loco and formation. 
b. BP cut-off-angle cock of the formation shall be opened by the Shunting Staff 

and drain out the BP pressure so that formation brakes are applied. Secure both 
the BP & FP air hoses in their hangers and also ensure closing of COC of BP & FP. 

c. Shunting Staff shall ‘open’ the screw / CBC coupling and allow the loco to 
proceed forward. 



3.0 Attaching loco onto the formation: 
a. Shunting Staff should ensure that loco is stopped 20m before the formation 

and proceed at walking speed to couple with the formation. 
b. After attaching the loco to the formation, following shall be ensured; 

 Shunting Staff shall tighten the screw / locking of CBC. 
 FP & BP air hoses to be coupled by C&W Staff. 
 FP COC of the formation to be opened by the C&W Staff. 
 FP COC of the loco to be opened by the C&W Staff. 
 After ensuring 6kg/cm2 in FP in engine by the LP and 5.8 kg/cm2 in the 

rear SLR Guard compartment by the Guard, BP COC of the formation to 
be opened by the C&W Staff. 

 BP COC of the engine to be opened by the C&W Staff. 
 Ensure 5 kg/cm2 in engine by the LP and 4.8 kg/cm2 in the rear SLR by 

Guard and C&W Staff. 
 Iron skids which are placed for securing the formation is removed by the 

Shunting Staff on either end of the formation. 
c. Releasing of front SLR Guard compartment hand brake should be done by the 

Shunting Staff and rear SLR hand brake by the Guard. 
d. Shunting Supervisor (YM, SM & Guard) / Outdoor Dy.SS should inform the 

C&W Staff to release the formation. The formation releasing activity is the 
responsibility of C&W Staff which may be co-ordinated by the Operating 
Staff. However, C&W Staff shall ensure that releasing the formation should 
take place only after attaching the loco to the formation. 

e. In case of wayside stations where C&W Staff are not available, the activities 
indicated against C&W Staff shall be carried out by the GLP and Pointsman. 

f. Proper communication should be maintained between Operating and C&W 
Staff. 

g. On receipt of confirmation from C&W Staff about releasing of the formation, 
Guard and LP should conduct air-continuity test as per the procedure in 
vogue. 

h. After carriage watering and removal of water pipes, C&W Staff shall also 
ensure that the front SLR Guard compartment door is locked and then 
endorse on the face of BPC. 

i. Entire activity reiterated above needs to be executed within the time allotted. 
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